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First Edition. In a most comprehensive and thorough analysis,
the present work identifies Mithuna or Male-Female theme as a
symbol pure and simple that occurs and recurs under many
contexts and representational assumptions in different phases
of Indian culture, art and thought. The author has brought out
an exposition of the Mithuna symbol treating fully its
implications in manifold contexts and areas of thought such as
One And The Many, Male and Female, As An Idyllic Concept,
Dampati, Incomplete Mithuna, Eternal Mithuna And Sahaja. As
such this symbol now forms the key to analysing several basic
ideals permeating different Indian metaphysical systems and
mythical formulations as well as their tangible projection in art
and iconography through the ages. The accented expression of
Mithuna in Indian art and ritual has ever been a thing of wide
interest both to scholars and general readers. Dr. Agrawala's
work studies this greatly fascinating subject in a new and
comprehensive setting, treating the Indian Male-Female theme
for the first time in the widest possible range of its existence
from prehistoric ages to pre-modern times and of its multiple...
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This publication will never be effortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with
knowledge and wisdom You will not truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about
in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om-- Ma r lin B er g str om

This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and
interesting literature. Your daily life period will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article
ebook.
-- Elisha  O 'Conner  II--  Elisha  O 'Conner  II
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